Welcome to Hudson Yards – New York City’s new urban frontier... where a new chapter of Manhattan living begins, and you author your own daily adventure. An apartment at 455W37 will be a place to call your own, but not just any place. It’s your next step to the luxury lifestyle you desire and the conveniences that make life in the city, ideal.

455W37 is a luxury residential tower as multi-dimensional as you are. It is at times luxurious and at other times practical. It is sleek and modern with a natural, organic feel. It has a sense of style that is down-to-earth. Sitting 24 stories high, its meticulously-appointed apartments not only give you comfort but preferred access to the world outside with floor-to-ceiling views and a multitude of balconies and terraces. 455W37 tells a new residential tale with understated sophistication and sizzling energy combined.

Live out your vision at 455W37 and let your imagination unfold...

Hudson Yards has ARRIVED
Living the
New York
lifestyle

Between 34th and 42nd on the west side, Hudson Yards is New York City’s new frontier, a special slice of city life as unique and promising as you are.

It’s dynamically different, delightfully daring, definitively yours. It’s an emerging new neighborhood with a style, feel, energy and creativity all its own—poised to challenge the city’s hottest ‘hoods with an address on the cusp of Hell’s Kitchen, bordering the Theater District and benefiting from Chelsea’s artisic attitude. And it’s just a hop to the water at Hudson River Park.